Yoga Week 15 – 20 June 2015
Indian Culture Centre, Paramaribo

Indian Cultural Centre hosted a week long activities on Yoga at its Yoga hall and
other venues in Paramaribo to celebrate the first International day of Yoga from
June 15 – 20, 2015.
Other International organizations like Art of living, Brahmakumaris and Sahaja
Yoga along with other prominent Yoga teachers of Suriname participated in the
Yoga week. Lectures and workshops were held at ICC and other venues during the
Yoga week.
On 15th June evening Yoga week was inaugurated in the presence of Indian
Ambassador Mrs. Subashini Murgesan, and Chief Guest Mr. Stanley Sidoel,
Permanent Secretary, Directorate of Culture. More than 100 persons were
present.

Date & Day: 16-06-2015 (Tuesday)

Venue: Sahaja Yoga Hall

Teacher: Dulcy Oudsten / Chandra Hira Sing

Topic: Lighten Your Life

The first workshop of this Yoga week was held at
Sahaja Yoga hall on the topic of Lighten Your Life,
in the evening at 06:30 – 8:00pm. Yoga teacher
Dulcy and Chandra taught different techniques to
open up the energy channels in the body. This
session was marked by the presence of 60
participants who appreciated this a lot.

Date & Day: 16-06-2015 (Tuesday)

Venue: ICC Yoga Hall

Teacher: Jane Saman

Topic: Yoga for Health

The first workshop of the Yoga week was
conducted by Yoga teacher Jane Saman at ICC
yoga hall on the Topic of Yoga for Health in the
evening hours at 6:30- 8:00 pm. She taught
different methods of practising Surya Namaskar
and a few more simple physical posture (asanas)
and two breathing techniques. There were around 80 participants.

Date & Day: 17-06-2015 (Wednesday)

Venue: ICC Yoga Hall

Teacher: Dulcy Oudsten / Chandra Hira Sing

Topic: Becoming your own master

The Sahaja Yoga teachers Dulcy Oudsten / Chandra Hira Sing had conducted the
workshop at ICC yoga hall on the Topic of
Becoming your own Master in the evening
6:30 – 8:00pm. She discussed about how to
control the mind and practised different
methods to do the same. There were
around 80 participants who benefited from
this session.

Date & Day: 17-06-2015 (Wednesday)

Venue: Art of Living Hall

Teacher: Oesha Gopie

Topic: Yoga & Chakras

The Yoga teacher Oesha Gopie conducted the
workshop at Art of Living hall on the Topic of
Yoga & Chakras in the evening 6:30 – 8:00pm.
She discussed different Chakras (energy
centers) in the body and how to unfold them. It
was marked by the presence of 30 participants.

Date & Day: 18-06-2015 (Thursday)

Venue: ICC Yoga Hall

Teacher: Sister Loes Bemmel

Topic: Raja Yoga

The art & importance of Meditation by
Brahmakumaris Sister Loes Bemmel was well
appreciated by the participants present in the
ICC Yoga hall, in the morning 9:30 – 11:00 am.
During this topic she discussed different aspects
like ethics, moral values and self-realization.

Date & Day: 18-06-2015 (Thursday)

Venue: Brahmakumaris Hall

Teacher: Anouscka Van der Kuyp

Topic: Restorative Yoga

Yoga in a different way - The Restorative Yoga
was taken by Yoga teacher Anouscka. She
focused on how Yoga can be practised with
the help of props, like pillows etc, and how it
can be practiced by women during their

prenatal and post-natal stages.
It was an excellent workshop which marked the presence of around 30
participants at the Brahmakumaris Yoga Hall in the evening 6:30 – 8:00 pm.
During this session she discussed some breathing techniques as well.

Date & Day: 19-06-2015 (Friday)

Venue: ICC Yoga Hall

Teacher: Kisoen Kamla / Cliff

Topic: The Art of Living

Yoga teacher Kamla Kisoen and Cliff had a
playful yoga session. The aim of this was to
make people learn and enjoy every aspect of
Yoga. It was an interactive workshop which
marked the presence of around 60 participants
in ICC Yoga Hall in the evening 6:30 – 8:00 pm.

Date & Day: 19-06-2015 (Friday)

Venue: Art of Living Hall

Teacher: Sister Loes Bemmel

Topic: Power of Thought

The power of thought and controlling the
mind were discussed in the workshop by
Sister Loes Bemmel with topic Power of
Thought at the Art of Living hall in the
presence of 40 participants in the evening
6:30 – 8:00 pm.
It was an interactive session followed by
Meditation practice.

Date & Day: 20-06-2015 (Saturday)

Venue: ICC Yoga Hall

Teacher: Dr. Dinesh & Mandy

Topic: Yoga for Teenagers

The age group from 12 – 18 years is the
most delicate stage of life, the physical
and psychological changes experienced
during this phase have to be observed
and regulated well. Yoga teachers Dr.
Dinesh and Mandy had conducted the
workshop for teenagers. Yoga for
Teenagers – The Transforming Life at ICC
yoga hall in the morning 9:30 – 11:00 am. There were around 25 teens who
participated along with few parents.
Dr. Dinesh discussed about how to improve concentration power, control the
mind and emotions whereas Mandy had taken up a dynamic, challenging Yoga
session for them. It was well appreciated too.

Date & Day: 20-06-2015 (Saturday)

Venue: Intervast Residence

Teacher: Loes Bemmel & Jane Sheoratan

Topic: Hatha Yoga & Meditation

The outdoor location at the banks of
Suriname river for the Yoga practice is always
exciting. To fulfill that, the final workshop of
the Yoga week was held at the Intervast
Residence (a farm house on the banks of
Suriname River) on 20-06-2015, in the
evening 6:30 – 8:00 pm, by Sister Loes
Bemmel and Yoga teacher Jane Sheoratan. It was a nice Hatha Yoga session by
Jane & followed by Meditation by sister Loes Bemmel. There were around 45
participants.

INTERNATION Day of Yoga
June 21, 2015

The first International Day of Yoga (IDY) was celebrated by the Embassy of India
and Indian Cultural Centre, Paramaribo at the Flamboyant Park in the morning at
06:00 – 09:00 am, on June 21, 2015. There were around 375 participants and 80
volunteers who participated in this event which was a big success among
Surinamers.
On this day, there was lighting of Lamp by the Indian Ambassador Mrs. Subhshini,
followed by a short video message of Indian Prime Minister Mr. Narendra Modi.
The programme continued with a 30 minutes documentary presentation on Yoga,
with the title Yoga – Harmony with Nature.
The celebration continued with practice of Common Yoga protocol; a universal
prayer followed by a series of asanas (physical postures) and Pranayama
(breathing practices), which was concluded by 20 minutes of Meditation and a
Universal peace prayer.

